
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 

 



Direct Me Feature 

The app was originally going to have a home screen which would present a 

user with two modes, a ‘Direct me’ mode and ‘Explore’. The Direct Me Mode 

was essentially Google Maps as its only functionality would be to direct a 
user to a place that they know they want to visit. We felt it was an 
unnecessary and uncreative feature for our app therefore disregarded it. 



The Explore mode was roughly prototyped, with several ways you could explore and for this 

prototype, the hashtag method of searching was used. The prototype shows a series of preset tags 
you could search by and an image using a selected tag. This was disregarded as ‘By Interests’ could be 

covered by hashtag searching and by ‘Popularity’ would be covered by the trending/hotspot feature. 

 

.  

Explore Mode (Rough Prototype) 



Traces 

Traces was a feature that derived from a persona based on an Erasmus student with many classes on separate 

campuses spread out through an unfamiliar city. The premise was that the app could trace his movements 

according to his timetable and then automatically remember his timetable so that he could be directed 
automatically to his classes. This was disregarded as the persona did not seem very common and after several 

weeks, the student would be familiar with the routes by himself, rendering the feature redundant. 
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Traces Continued 



Task 1: How the app identifies a user’s tastes. 

On initial start-up of the app, the user is prompted to sync their social media accounts with the app. The app 

analyses their posts and likes and compiles a list of hashtags which may be some of their interests. If a hashtag 

that is identified is not one of their interests, they can remove it. The user can agree/disagree with the list if 
they wish. 
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Task 2: Browsing and being directed to a hashtag. 

The user can browse through images from the local area even with no specific hashtag, however they can then 

input hashtags (suggested tags come up). The user can browse through photos with specific tags that they 

want and when they see a post they like, the app can direct them to where the post has taken, or where the 
hashtag was. Many posts with the same tags get bunched together, meaning the user can be directed to a 

hashtag rather than a specific location. 

 



Task 2: Browsing and being directed to a hashtag. 

The user can then be directed by our wearable or they can be directed by their phone if they are walking. When 

they arrive, the photo of the specific location is shown again saying ‘You have arrived’ 
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Task 3: Being directed to a trend. 

On start-up of the app, the user has two options, to #explore or go to ‘Hotspots’ which presents the user with 

various ‘spots’ on a map that are big/small depending on how much they are trending. These spots are areas 

where many people are posting from with specific tags. By pressing on the spot, the user is presented with one 

main image/live stream and a series of smaller images from it. The user can be directed to the trend, exactly 
like how the directing to a hashtag went.  

 


